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FORMAL MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AND COHOMOLOGY

ON AN ALGEBRAIC VARIETY

ROBERT SPEISER

Introduction

Let X be a projective Gorenstein variety, Y c X a proper closed

subscheme such that X is smooth at all points of Y, so that the formal

completion of X along Y is regular. Writing Jί for the sheaf of total

quotient rings of Θ±, we have the ring of formal meromorphίc functions

K(X) = Γ(X, Jί)

of X along Y, extending K(X). Following [HM], we shall say Y is G3 in

X if K(X) = if(X), G2 in X if iΓ(X) is a finite algebraic extension of

K(X\ and Gl in X if

Here G3 => G2 => Gl, by [HM, p. 64.], and clearly Gl => Y is connected.

The conditions Gi describe the infinitesimal structure of X around Y.

On the other hand, we have the cohomological dimension

- Y)-sup h .
[ one coherent sheai r on A J

By Lichtenbaum's Theorem [K], Yψ0 & cd(X - Y)< dim (X). The

main contribution (3.2) of the present exposition is to show (among other

things) that the conditions

(1) cd(X- Y ) < d i m ( X ) - 1

and

(2) Y is G3 in X, and meets every divisor on X

axe equivalent, improving the previous result [S1? Th. 3, p. 20], which, in

turn, generalized Hartshorne's "Second Vanishing Theorem" [CDAV, Th.
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126 ROBERT SPEISER

7.5, p. 444] for the case X = Pn.
Since a formal meromorphic function is given locally by Laurent series,

which, roughly speaking, converge only in directions tangent to Y, our
main result can be viewed as a global convergence criterion—even in
characteristic p—in terms of the geometry of X — Y.

The crucial new step (2.1) in the proof is to dominate the polar divisor
of a formal meromorphic function with the completion of a suitable
hypersurface section of X. With X instead of X, this is clearly possible
and, of course, well known. The delicate point is to characterize the
linear systems on X which give immersions to Pn in such a way that the

.A

relevant properties are preserved under passage to X, where the language
of rational maps is not available.

On the way to our main results, we obtain (in § 2) a simplified proof
of Hartshorne's criterion [CDAV, Th. 6.7 and Cor. 6.8, pp. 438-440]: if
Yd X is a connected local complete intersection with ample normal bundle,
then G2 holds.

In earlier research, criteria for G3 were applied to compute cd(X— Y).
Our new results allow computations of cd(X — Y), alone, to be used to
establish G3. For a simple example, suppose DQ, , Dr on X are divisors
whose complements are affine, and let Y be a closed subscheme whose
support is Do Γϊ Π Dr. Then X — Y is covered by a Cech r-simplex,
so we have cd(X— Y) <r. If r < dim (X) — 1, our main result gives Y G3
in X. (This was known previously for ample Dt intersecting such that
Yhas ample normal bundle- compare, for example, [ASAV, Cor. 2.3, p. 202].)

We conclude with a simple result 3.2 about smooth very ample divi-
sors D on X: if YaDaX, with Y Gl on X, then, under suitable assump-
tions, cd(D - Y)< dim D - l φ cd(X - Y)< dim (X) - 1, giving a partial
converse to [S2, Th. B, p. 146].

Notations and terminology

All schemes below will be of finite type over Spec (k), where k is an
algebraically closed field, and all morphisms will be over Spec(&).

Following recent usage, a morphism /: Y-> X will be called an immer-
sion if it is an embedding at each point of Y; in other words, for every
y e Y we have a surjection. (Px,f{y) -> @Y,y. If an immersion is 1-1, we shall
call it an embedding.
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§1. Immersive linear systems

We begin by characterizing the linear systems which induce immer-

sions (not necessarily embeddings—see above) into projective space. Our

main result 1.2 is that an immersive linear system remains so under pas-

sage to a formal completion.

Let Θ be a local ring, S C G a multiplicative system. We shall say

that S generates the divisors of Θ if every element of 0 has the form

Σ
finite

for units at e Θ and elements st e S.

EXAMPLE. Let X be a scheme, p e X, Θ = ΘXfV the local ring at p. If

S is the co-ordinate ring of any affine open subset containing p, then the

image of S in Θ generates the divisors of Θ.

The globalization we have in mind applies to formal schemes as

well as to ordinary schemes. So let f be a formal scheme. A linear

system 7 on J is a finite dimensional vector subspace of Γ(β£9 «£?), for

some invertible sheaf =£? on 3£. Identify j£?p and ΘXtV9 and let Sv be the

multiplicative system generated by V in ΘXtV. We shall say V is immer-

sive at p if Sv generates the divisors of ΘXtP. (Clearly this is independent

of the particular isomorphism JS?P = ##,?•) We shall say V is immersive

if V is immersive at all points p e 2£.

Our next result explains this terminology.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X he a proper scheme, S£ e Pic (X). Suppose

VC Γ(X9 J?) is a linear system, with basis s0, , sn9 spanning J£. For a

closed point peX, the following are equivalent:

(1) V is immersive at p;

(2) the morphίsm f: X-+ Pn given by the st is an immersion of p.

Proof, (2) => (1) is clear. If (1) holds, set q = f(p). We need to show

that the induced map ΘPn>q —> ΘXtV is surjective. On the one hand, let mq

and mp be the maximal ideals at p and q. Choose coordinates x09 , xn

on Pn so that q = (1, 0, , 0); hence yx = xjxθ9 ,yn = xjxo generate

mq. Let tl9 — -,tre ΘXfV generate mp/τnj. Since V is immersive, we have

= Σ<
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128 ROBERT SPEISER

for units aij9 with stJ e Sv C ΘXyV. Now each 8is is a monomial in the
generators zx = s^^, , zn = sjso of V c ΘXtV. Discarding terms in m\,
we can take the stJ linear in the zt. Since zt = f*(yi), we have an ex-
pression

so the induced map mq -* mp/mj is surjective. (Therefore, dualizing, φ
induces an injection of the tangent spaces at p and q.) On the other
hand, φ is proper, so φ*0z is a coherent 0P»-module. Thus [AG, Lemma
7.4, p. 153] applies, giving (2). Our proof is complete.

Here is the main result on formal completions.

THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a scheme, Y ' c X a closed subscheme, V c Γ
(X, &) a linear system, with ££ e Pic (X). Suppose V is immersive at a
point peY. Then, passing to formal completions, the linear system VczΓ
(X, J£) on X is also immersive at p.

The question is local, so it follows immediately from the next result.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let Θ be a regular local k-algebra with residue field
k and completion €, and consider a local subrίng A of ΰ, with Θ C A.
If a multiplicative system S c 0 generates the divisors of Θ, then S also
generates the divisors of A.

Proof. Let ti9 , td be regular parameters for Θ. We can take 0

= k[[ti, •> id]]- There are two cases.

Case 1: A — 0. Pick xe A. Since 1 e S, we may as well assume x
is not a unit. Since each tt is a linear combination of elements of S
with unit coefficients, we may also assume S contains the tt. If d = 1,
S is a discrete valuation ring, so up to a unit, x = t\ e S, with e > 0. If
d > 1, we may assume our result holds for dimensions < d. Hence we
are done if x is a power series in tu , ta_x. If not, by the Weierstrass
Preparation Theorem we have, up to a unit, an equation

X = £o + gitd + + gJa ,

with gi e &[|A, , ίΛ-J]. By our induction assumption, each g* can be
written

ft = Σ UtjStj ,
j
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with units ui} e 09 stj e S. Hence the expression for x simplifies to an
equation

x = J] aist 9

with units a% e0,ste S. This completes Case 1.

Case 2: A Φ 0. Again, consider xe A. By Case 1 we have

X 6 (sl9 -", Sr)0

for suitable sl9 , sr e S. I claim we also have

x e (su , sr)A .

Indeed, say x = Σ ĉ Si with ct e 0. Let m be the maximal ideal of A.
Then

for suitable c i>w e A, with ĉ  — cί>7Z € xnn, Vn. Thus, for each n, we find

= Σ
i

hence

Λ:6 (S,, , sr)A + mw .

But KrulΓs Intersection Theorem gives the equality

(sl9 ,sr)A = Π ((̂ 1, ,sr)A + mw) ,
« = 1

hence JC e (sl9 , sr)A, as claimed.
It follows that there is a smallest integer r = r(x) such that x e (sl9,

• , sr)A, for some sl9- , sr e S. If r = 1, then x = as, for some ae A.
Since α is a unit of A, we are done. If r > 1, we can assume our result
is true for all we A with r(w) < r. Writting

z = y + z.

with y e SjA, z e (52, , sr)A, we have r(y) = 1, r(z) < r. Hence there are
elements st e S, and units at of A such that

and
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z = a2s2 + + arsr .

Adding, we obtain a similar expression for x. This completes the proof.

§2. Formal meromorphic functions

Let X be a projective variety, with very ample invertible sheaf
and suppose Y c X is a connected closed subscheme such that X is smooth
at all points of Y. The formal completion X of X along Y is regular,
hence integral. We shall denote by F the formal completion, along Y,
of a quasicoherent sheaf F on X.

Consider JC, the sheaf associated to the presheaf of total rings of
fractions of ΰ — €x. Then the ring of formal meromorphic (or formal
rational) functions

K(X) = Γ(X, JC)

is a field, extending K(X). Our goal here will be to compare K(X) with
the sections of S{v)y for various v > 0.

For any fe K(X), we define the pole sheaf $β = 9βf by the assignment

teΓ(U,Jί) such thatϊ

(fff£) J

for open sets Ϊ7 c X. Then 5̂ is invertible, and / is the quotient of two
global sections of ψ~\ (Indeed, both (fψ)'1 and Sβ"1 contain the unit
section 1 of J^ and $β = fψ, giving two sections of $β-1 whose quotient
is/.)

Now fix a nonzero section t e .Γ(X, ̂ (1)). Multiplication by t defines
Minear inclusions

Γ(X, θ) C Γ(X, S(ί)) C ..

where the union

is a ^-algebra under the multiplication induced by cup-product. The
assignment s »-• s/ίy 6 K(X), for s e Γ(X9 0(v)), is compatible with the inclu-
sions defining At, so we obtain a map

at:At->K(X)
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which is clearly a homomorphism of ^-algebras. Since X is integral, At

is an integral domain, and at is injective.

Our main result here is the next one.

THEOREM 2.1. Assumptions as above, at identifies K(X) with the field

of fractions of At.

Proof, Using t, we have inclusions of sheaves ΰ c S(ΐ) c , where

the union Sϊ, is a sheaf of algebras. As before, we have an algebra sheaf

injection SI, -> Jί, inducing at. Identifying S(v), 2ίt and At with their

images in Jί and K(X), t identifies with 1 e Γ(X, Jί) = K(X).

This understood, let fe K(X) be nonconstant. To prove 2.1 it will

be enough to show that we have

φ-1 c d(y)

for v > 0, where §β is the pole sheaf of /. Indeed, / will then be the

quotient of two global sections of ϋ(υ), hence of two elements of 2Ϊ,.

Pick any point p e l . Then / is represented by a quotient

fP = gPlK

with gp, hp e 0±tjn relatively prime.

Suppose first that t(p) Φ 0. Here Γ(X, Θ(l)) is an immersive linear

system on X, so, by 1.1, At contains the co-ordinate ring S of the affine

open subset of X where t Φ 0. Also, S generates the divisors of 0, by

1.2 or 1.3. Thus, for v > 0, there are units uu , ur e Θ±tP and global

sections of €(y) with germs sl9 , sr at p, such that we have

hp = w^! + + ursr .

Hence we have an inclusion

<*P) (*•% C £(!/),

for each p such that t(p) Φ 0, Vy > some vp depending on p.

Now suppose Z(p) = 0. Since Θ(ΐ) is very ample, we can choose

u e Γ(X, (9(1)) C Γ(X, S(l)) with w(p) ^ 0. Reasoning as above with u in-

stead of t, there are units Vi^Θ±)V and germs sl9 '- ,sr of sections of

some Θ(v) such that we have

hp = ϋiα^β!) + + iV<z«(Sr') -
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Now au(Si) = (tluyat(Si), so, identifying t with 1, we have

Hence we find

l>i«i + ' + Vr,Sr,

giving the inclusion (*/>) for every peX. Therefore, since X is quasicom-

pact, we have ^β"1 C 0(v) for all sufficiently large v, and our proof is

complete.

Remark. Theorem 2.1 extends Hartshorne's result [CDAV, Cor. 6.8,

p. 439], which assumes Y is a local complete intersection in X, with ample

normal bundle. The next corollary enables us to simplify the proof of a

further result of Hartshorne.

COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose the function

f(v) = dim, Γ(X, ΰ(v)) (v 6 Z)

is bounded above, for all v > 0, by a polynomial P(v) e Q[v] of degree n + 1.

Then we have

tr. deg* K(X) < n

and, if dim (X) = n, then Y is G2 in X.

Proof. Apply [CDAV, Lemma 6.3, p. 435] to the graded A-algebra

Since At = B/(l — t), the corollary follows from 2.1.

COROLLARY 2.3 (Hartshorne, [CDAV, 6.7 and 6.8, pp. 438-9]). Let Y

be a connected local complete intersection in X, with ample normal bundle,

and assume dim(F) > 0. Then Y is G2 in X.

Proof. By [CDAV, Th. 6.2, p. 433], 2.2 applies.

COROLLARY 2.4. With Y c X as in 2.1, suppose the natural maps

are bίjective for all v > 0. Then Y is G3 in X.
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Proof. This is immediate.

§3. Cohomological dimension

Kecall that the cohomological dimension of a scheme V ([CDAV],

[ASAV]) is the integer

(H\V,F)ΦO for at least]
cd(V) = sup \ι > .

[ one coherent sheaf F on V)

Here we are interested in the case V = X — Y, where Y is a closed

subset of a projective variety X. We always have cd(X — Y) < dim(X),

if Y is nonempty. For lower cd, we can strengthen our previous criterion

([S, Th. 3, p. 20], [ASAV, Cor. 22, p. 202]) as follows, to relate the vanish-

ing of cohomology on X — Y to the function field K(X) of the formal

completion.

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a projective Gorenstein variety, YaX a closed

subscheme such that X is smooth at all points of Y. Then the following

are equivalent:

(1) cd(X - Y)< dim (X) - 1

(2) the natural map

Γ(X,F)->Γ(X,F)

is bijective for all locally free coherent sheaves F on X

(3) for any very ample invertible sheaf Θ(ΐ) on X, the natural map

Γ(X,Θ(v))->Γ(Xj(v))

is bijectίve, for all v > 0;

(4) Y is GS in X, and meets every divisor of X.

Proof. Since X is Gorenstein, the dualizing sheaf ω°x is invertible.

Hence the duality arguments for [ASAV, Th. 3.4, p. 96, Assertion (6)] go

through without change, giving (1) & (2). The implication (2) φ (3) is

trivial. To show (3) => (2), assume (3), and consider a locally free sheaf

F of finite rank, with dual sheaf F v . For v > 0 we have a surjection

Θ(-v)®d —^> Fv .

Then K = ker (a) is locally free, so the dual sequence
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is exact. Taking global sections, we have a commutative diagram

0 > Γ(X, F) > Γ(X, d(v)®d) > Γ(X, Kv)

to to tc
0 • Γ(X, F) • Γ(X, Θ(v)®d) —> Γ(X, Kv)

with injective verticals. The Snake Lemma gives an exact sequence

0 = ker (c | im (/)) -> cok (q) -> cok (b) ,

where cok (6) = 0, by (3). Hence cok (a) — 0, so we have (2).

We next show (3) => (4). First of all, (3) => K{X) = K(X), by 2.4. To

see that Y meets every divisor on X, suppose not. Then X — Y contains

a complete variety V of dimension d = dim (X) — 1. Since V supports

coherent sheaves G with Hd(V, G) Φ 0, we have Hd(X- Y, G) Φ 0, contra-

dicting (1). But (1)^(3), so (4) holds.

Finally, we need to show (4) t=ϊ (1). Since X is Gorenstein and smooth

at all points of Y, the proof of the corresponding equivalence of [Sl9 Th.

3, p. 20ff] generalizes immediately. Putting our implications together, we

have established 3.1.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a projective Gorenstein variety, D c X a

very ample divisor, Y (Z D a closed, connected subscheme such that X and

D are smooth at all points of Y. Assume Y is Gl in X, and that

H\X, Θ(v D)) = 0 for all v>0. Then

cd(D- Y)<dim(D)- 1

cd(X- Y ) < d i m ( X ) - 1 .

Proof. Writing Θ(v) for Θ(vD), we have a commutative diagram with

exact rows

Tα* T&v lev

0 > Γ(X, Θ(v - 1)) - ^ > Γ(X, 0(i,)) - ^ > Γ(A 0Λ(i;)) ,

where t ? Λ " denotes formal completion along Y, ΘD{v) = (P(y) ® (P̂ , and the
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arrows marked "£" are given by multiplication by a global equation t

defining D. For all v, cv is bijective, by 3.1 and our hypothesis on Zλ

Also, as completion maps, av and bv are injective. Hence, if bv is bijec-

tive for v > 0, our result will follow from 2.5.

I claim first gv is surjective, Vy > 0. For v = 0, since X and D are

connected, H°(X, Θ) = H°(D, (9D) = k; ΐovv > 0 we have H\X, Θx(v - 1)) - 0

by hypothesis, so gv is surjective, by the exact cohomology sequence ex-

tending the bottom row.

Hence, for all v > 0, the Snake Lemma gives an exact sequence

cok (av) > cok (bv) > cok (cv) = 0 .

By definition, av = bv_lt Hence, by induction on v, bv is surjective (hence

bijective) if b0 is. But Y is Gl in X, so this holds!

Remarks. (1) If Y is a local complete intersection in X, with ample

normal bundle, or, more generally, if Y is G2 in X, then Y is Gl in X,

and 3.2 applies.

(2) Iterating, 3.2 holds for sufficiently general complete intersections

D containing Y.

(3) For an implication going the other way, compare [S2, Th. B, p. 146],
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